ABOUT US

iGAP is a leader in innovative glass solutions to reflect tomorrow's needs made available today. We are continuously changing the idea of what glass should be by continuing to expand the applications of our range of dynamic glass solutions.

Our proven experience in dynamic glass enables us to provide a peace of mind to customers in all the stages of a turnkey project: design and architecting, custom glass manufacturing, mechanical and electrical engineering, installation, as well as performance monitoring and management.

We are committed to reflect our creativity, innovation, and service commitment in everything we do, consistently enabling people to optimise and enjoy their physical environment.

This is our unwavering mission, the soul of iGAP.
OUR PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

The secret to success in our modern economy is hinged on innovative ideas and technologies to improve our lives. At iGAP, we aim to transform your space or building to create built environments that respond and adapt to your needs. We design and manufacture interactive glass that provides a new kind of luxury for your space.

A sleek, sophisticated interior solution eliminating the need for curtains or blinds, PRIVY Glass by iGAP has boundless applications, encompassing partition screens, windows, doors, projection screens, security and feller screens.

Our advanced-generation PRIVY-X Glass is developed to better withstand temperature changes and consume less energy. With enhanced transparency and opacity, this unique, groundbreaking technology is suitable for both interior and exterior applications.

DYNAMO Tint was designed to manage your building’s changing needs for you. Infused with intelligence and dynamism, our tinting glass vigilantly monitors the surrounding environment and optimises the shade of the glass for you, depending on the intensity of the sunlight.

Our DYNAMO Control Glass allows users to actively control daylight and solar heat, enhancing comfort while significantly reducing energy consumption and cost associated with air conditioning and artificial lighting.
PRIVY

Maximising its functionalities, the interior application of PRIVY glass enhances the quality and control of a space. In its translucent state, PRIVY serves also as a projection screen or a whiteboard. Presentations and video screenings have never been more convenient.
PRIVY-X

With a single touch, the PRIVY-X glass for exterior applications transforms from translucent to a clear, crisp transparent. Facilitating privacy when needed, this sophisticated yet simple solution eliminates the need for curtains or blinds.
DYNAMO TINT

Designed to manage a building’s changing needs throughout the day, our DYNAMO TINT glass is able to respond to the surrounding environment, darkening to control the amount of daylight and solar heat. This passive approach significantly reduces the need for artificial lighting and cooling.
DYNAMO CONTROL

Controlled with a dimmer switch, DYNAMO CONTROL glass tints according to preference, to provide a spectrum of shades ranging from crystal clear to dark and muted.
TOUCHÉ

Featuring a new and interactive glass, TOUCHÉ transforms your PRIVY glass into a touch display for various applications. The glass wall partitions of your conference room or office can now be an extended screen for presentations, digital note taking, video calls, and much more. Shopping malls, retail shops and hotel resorts can create new interactive displays to showcase products. Institutions can convert glass walls, windows and doors to become information portals.
At IQAP, we pride ourselves on dedicated service and to innovate unique solutions for each project. Our team of designers, project managers and technical personnel strive to inspire clients to imagine how our products can transform their physical environment. Technology is changing the way we live, and new solutions have surfaced in response to the climate, helping us make this habitat our home, with clean, green solutions.
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